SPECS
COPY APPLICATIONS
Choose from nine copy options including our newest and most popular, Direct Print. For ADA compliancy, we offer three
ADA copy options to fit a variety of insert materials and needs. Copy options are divided into three pricing tiers.

TIER ONE
DIRECT PRINT (DP)
Our most popular copy application is direct print. VOC-free, ultra-violet cured inks are digitally printed directly to insert
material. Recommended for photo-quality graphics and logos.

VINYL (VNL)
Surface-applied vinyl is our traditional copy option, offering you the flexibility to remove obsolete messages and reuse
copy inserts. Available in select gloss colors and all standard or custom matte colors.

LASER PRINT (LP)
Laser print graphics are available on paper inserts and protected by a clear lens.
Customer may order pre-printed paper inserts or print their own. Standard paper
colors are available in popular insert sizes; other sizes may require longer lead times.
For paper refills refer to page 7 for Modular, page 15 for Arc, page 25 for Klik. Custom
paper is available.

TIER TWO
SUBSURFACE (SSC)
Reverse-cut print is applied to the back of polycarbonate. Insert is back sprayed with paint and secured with highperformance adhesive in an aluminum extruded carrier.

TIER THREE

ADA - INTEGRAL (PP)
Photopolymer is adhered to an insert base to make a one-piece sign with sharp images and precise details. Insert is
painted to match our standard Prism and Metallic colors and can also be color-matched.

ADA - APPLIED (TAC)
Applied graphics use standard inserts to provide color and texture consistent with other non-ADA facility
signage. Applied is the standard ADA copy option for laminates and custom materials.

ADA - SUBSURFACE (SSA)
Subsurface graphics are sealed with a laminate, producing raised images with rounded edges for a “soft touch”
look and feel. Insert color is also subsurface. Not available for Klik.

SILKSCREEN (SCREEN)
A photo image is applied to a screen placed on the sign surface material, and ink is spread onto the screen. When the
screen is lifted, a printed image remains. Silkscreen is recommended for metallic colors if vinyl is not an option.

ENGRAVED (ENG)
Engraved copy is available in black or white. ABS inserts are painted any standard or custom color, and the engraved
copy letters show up in the original color of the insert. Not available for Klik.
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